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Introduction

This summer I worked on three research projects relating to jammitrons, nuclear fission, and
black hole entropy. The latter two projects got far more attention than the first one, mostly
because of frustration. The next three sections describe each project and whatever results
have come from it.

Jammitrons

On my drive home from school one day it occurred to me that the faster I was going, the
more distance I wanted to put between myself and the car in front of me. Also, the rate
at which this distance changes affects my velocity. If the distance shrinks, I slow down to
avoid a collision. If the distance grows, I speed up to get where I’m going sooner. Consider
a single collumn of N cars labeled i = 1...N from top to bottom moving in the possitive
z-direction. The possition, velocity, and acceleration of the ith car are then zi(t), żi(t), and
z̈i(t), respectively, and the distance between the ith and (i− 1)th cars is zi−1(t)− zi(t). Now,
the first observation that my velocity is related to the distance between me and the car in
front of me can be written as

żi(t) = c(zi−1(t)− zi(i)) (1)

where c is some proportionality constant. The choice of a linear relationship is arbitrary, but
we will see in a moment that it makes some sense. Differentiating equation 1 gives

z̈i(t) = c
d

dt
(zi−1(t)− zi(i)) (2)

which is readily recognized as the second observation, i.e. the rate of change of the distance
between two cars effects their acceleration. From here we see that, although the relation
between acceleration and distance need not necessarily be linear, it does need to be sign
preserving. That way, when the distnace decreases (and its rate of change becomes negative)
the trailing car slows down. I didn’t try out many relations, just linear and logistic. The
motivation for using a logistic relation is that, with the linear one, two cars won’t stop until
they’ve collided. Quantitatively, things move a little slower with the logistic relation, but
quantitatively things don’t change.

For boundary conditions, I assumed that all the cars start off equally spaced, with the
lead car traveling at some constant velocity ż1(t) = v0. Now we have a recurence relation
for the possition and/or velocity of every car in the queue. With Prof. Heryudono’s help
I wrote an M-file for finding and plotting each car’s possition. The plot is actually an
animation, with car number as the horizontal axis and possition as the vertical axis. I was
hoping that perturbing the lead car’s velocity slightly would send a jammitron through all
the cars behind it. However, this was not observed. This model does reproduce trafic light
phenomenon, though. When the lead car starts moving, there is a delay before the next one
starts even though no delay is explicitly built into the model. This is about where I got
frustrated and dropped the project.
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Fission Fragments

When a heavy nucleus, for example 235U , undergoes nuclear fission it splits into a relatively
large fragment and a relatively small one. The odds of it splitting into two even (or nearly
even) nuclei is thousands of times lower than the heavy/light configuration. Surprisingly,
there isn’t yet a convincing explanation for this. This summer I explored the possibility that
the heavy/light configuration is entropically favorable over the even-split configuration. To
get into the model I used, some background is needed.

The nuclear shell model is an analog to the atomic shell model and helps explain, among
other things, why certain nuclei are more stable than others. The idea is that there are
many different levels of excitation energy which the nucleons can occupy. The energy and
maximum capacity of each level, or shell, are well determined by details of the shell model
which will be left out here. Since each shell can hold only a few nucleons, the ground state
(which has no excitation energy) of the nucleus is a combination of many shells. When the
nucleus gains energy, some of its nucleons are temporarily raised to higher shells. Typically,
whichever excitations require the least energy are the most likely to happen. The energy of
each shell, and more importantly the gaps between the shells, decreases exponentially as the
size of the nucleus increases. The decrease in gap energy means that a nucleon in a large
nucleus has more options than its counterpart in a smaller nucleus with the same excitation
energy.

Keeping track of all the possibilities of where each nucleon could be and how much energy
it could have would be way too complicated. Instead, for each nucleus it is assumed that
every gap between shells is equal to the average gap energy. Additionally, even though only
the nucleons occupying the highest shells get involved in excited states, I assume that all
the nucleons are up for grabs. This is completely for convenience and I’m working on an
algorithm for figuring out how many nucleons are actually available.

The excitation energy of a fragment divided by its average gap energy (rounding down) is
the number of ”excitations” it will have. Think of these excitations as if they were objects to
be distributed amongst the nucleons. With all these assumptions we are now in a position to
define the entropy of a configuration. The number of states for a particular pair of fragments
(one with A nucleons and the other with 235 − A) is the number of distinct ways in which
their total excitation energy can be shared by their nucleons. The entropy of the system
is just the natural log of the number of states. Calculating this number boils down to re-
peatedly solving the following counting problem: given n identical objects and m containers
labeled 1...m, each of which can hold at most k objects, how many ways can the objects be
distributed into the containers? We owe the constraint k to the fact that any given nucleon
can only hold so many excitations (i.e. only so much energy) before it is ejected from the
nucleus. The case where k ≥ n is easy to solve. For each of the n objects we have m choices
of where to put it so the number of possible configurations is just mn. When k < n there are
two cases of interest, one where n ≤ m and another with n > m. We’ll look at the n ≤ m
case first.

Ignore the k-constraint for now and consider the simpler problem where we wish to dis-
tribute the n objects into exactly n of the containers. This is equivalent to just choosing
n containers out of m which will have one object in them so the number of configurations
Cn(n, m) is

Cn(n, m) =

(
m

n

)
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Now suppose we want to distribute these objects into exactly n− 1 containers. There would
be n − 1 out of m containers with one object in them, and then n − 1 choices of where to
put the last object for each of those. Symbolically,

Cn−1(n, m) =

(
m

n− 1

)
(n− 1)

Similarly, to distribute n objects into exactly n− p containers, pick n− p of them which will
initially get one object each. Then, for each of the p remaining objects there are n−p choices
of where to put it so

Cn−p(n, m) =

(
m

n− p

)
(n− p)p

The total number of ways to distribute n objects over m containers is just the sum of terms
like those in the last three equations. Imposing the constraint that no container can have
more than k objects in it sets bounds on p as follows. Before the remaining p objects are
distributed, each of n − p containers has one object in it. Thus p ≤ k − 1 or else at least
one container might end up with more than k objects in it. On the other hand, the smallest
number of containers n objects can be distributed into is dn

k
e so n− p must be no lower than

that. Finally, the number of ways to distribute n identical objects into m labeled containers
so that no container has more than k objects in it is

C(n, m, k) =

q∑
p=0

(
m

n− p

)
(n− p)p, q = min (k − 1, n−

⌈n

k

⌉
) (3)

When n > m, a similar argument can be used to show that

C(n, m, k) =

q∑
p=0

(
m

p

)
(m− p)n−m+p, q = min (k + m− n− 1, m−

⌈n

k

⌉
) (4)

Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to implement this formula in an actual counting. This is
because, when I found this formula, I ported the counting algorithm from MatLab to C and
it doesn’t work right yet. I do have some promising results generated by the MatLab code
using the lower bound of

(
m
n

)
instead of equations 3 and 4. Using the upper bound of mn

creates numbers too big for MatLab to handle.
Figure 1 shows a) numerical results using the lower bound next to b) experimentally

measured fragment yields. The horizontal axis of both graphs is the number of nucleons in the
heavy fragment (denoted B). These results are good considering how many approximations
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(a) Computed entropy (b) Measured yield percentage

Figure 1: Computed entropy (a) and measured yield percentage (b) versus heavy fragment
mass.

were made in the formulation of the model generating them. There is plenty of room for
improvement in the model, and I plan to keep fiddling with this for a while.

Black Hole Entropy

The background of this problem is cumbersome and can be found in detail in my CSUMS
report from the spring. At the end of that report, I propose a new structure for the
state-counting algorithm and suggest that it could benefit greatly from parallelization. Al-
though I’ve successfully written test programs using OpenMP and multi-precision variables,
OpenMP’s application to this counting algorithm eludes me. My attempts produce seem-
ingly random output, differing even from run to run. I’ll keep working on it though, since in
principle this algorithm has a lot to gain from parallelization.

The new algorithm structure is different enough from the old one that the program needed
to be rewritten. Fortunately, the two algorithms have enough in common that I didn’t have
to start from scratch. Still, between writing and debugging, this took the majority of my
time this summer. It was very much worthwhile, though. The graph in figure 2 shows how
long (in seconds) it takes to run each algorithm versus maximum event-horizon surface area.
The minimum surface area for each run was 50. Since the run time of both algorithms is
exponential in area, a log plot is used to make comparisons easier.

The additive difference of the lines in figure 2 translates into a proportionality difference
in the actual rum times. The difference between the lines is nearly constant at 0.234 so the
new algorithm is about 4.3 times faster than the old one.
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Figure 2: A log plot of the run times of the old and new algorithms versus maximum area.
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